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The ST0-192 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The ST0-192 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The ST0-192 exam is very challenging, but with our ST0-192 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the ST0-192 exam on your FIRST TRY!
Symantec ST0-192 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for ST0-192 exam
- Try a demo before buying any Symantec exam
- ST0-192 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified ST0-192 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- ST0-192 tested and verified before publishing
- ST0-192 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- ST0-192 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Symantec certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like ST0-192 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This ST0-192 test is an important part of Symantec certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The ST0-192 exam is essential and core part of Symantec certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real ST0-192 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Symantec ST0-192 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your ST0-192 now!
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QUESTION: 1
Which two events could potentially be seen by a network monitoring solution in
the context of information protection? (Select two.)

A. an employee sharing their login credentials with another person
B. a hacker exfiltrating data out of an organization
C. an employee emailing data out of an organization
D. an employee on their home ISP webmailing confidential data
E. a malicious insider copying files to a removable storage device

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 2
What is an example of monitoring the usage of confidential data?

A. tracking file copy operations between users in an organization
B. blocking a file going to an external USB device
C. checking firewall logs for file access history
D. inspecting data being emailed out of an organization

Answer: D

QUESTION: 3
What makes a security policy effective and functional?

A. technical detail
B. user education
C. support from management
D. strict enforcement

Answer: C

QUESTION: 4
Which process can be integrated with patch management to reduce deployment
time and risk to the business?

A. remediation management
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B. vulnerability management
C. release management
D. change management

Answer: D

QUESTION: 5
What does patch management need to accurately target computers within an
environment?

A. a system management software package
B. an accurate up-to-date list of patches
C. an endpoint management system
D. an accurate up-to-date inventory

Answer: D

QUESTION: 6
Which condition would require performing a remote exploit on a machine?

A. presence of a malicious insider
B. end-users leaking sensitive data
C. unpatched system
D. anonymous FTP login allowed

Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
Which two pieces of information from a customer will help to uncover a need for
the Altiris IT Management Suite? (Select two.)

A. whether the customer is planning to migrate to Windows 7
B. whether the customer is going to be deploying Google Android tablets or other
mobile devices.
C. whether the customer requires reports on vulnerability information
D. whether the customer allows users to connect to their network via VPN using
cloud enabled management
E. whether the customer needs to prioritize and quickly deploy patches
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Answer: A, E

QUESTION: 8
Which two questions are appropriate to ask a customer in order to uncover a need
for Symantec Control Compliance Suite? (Select two.)

A. Are you meeting your required backup windows?
B. Have you recently gone through a merger or acquisition, requiring new
entitlements and controls?
C. Do you need to archive email for legal discovery purposes?
D. Is your operations team struggling to keep on top of IT audit-related tasks?
E. Do you need to ensure critical servers are deployed by authorized personnel?

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 9
Which information from a customer helps to uncover a need for Symantec Data
Loss Prevention?

A. how servers with data are deployed and patched
B. where confidential data is stored and how it is being used and managed
C. the types of servers in the data center
D. how employees back up data on their laptops and cell phones

Answer: D

QUESTION: 10
Which analysis techniques increase detection of unstructured confidential data?

A. Collection of all known confidential data items to create a fingerprinting
profile.
B. Analysis of a sample set of data items which is used to create a statistical
profile.
C. Generation of a keyword list that is used to create a detection profile.
D. Data matching content analysis that uses a compiled description of collected
known confidential data.
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Pass4sure Certification Exam Features;
-

Pass4sure offers over 2500 Certification exams for professionals.
More than 98,800 Satisfied Customers Worldwide.
Average 99.8% Success Rate.
Over 120 Global Certification Vendors Covered.
Services of Professional & Certified Experts available via support.
Free 90 days updates to match real exam scenarios.
Instant Download Access! No Setup required.
Price as low as $19, which is 80% more cost effective than others.
Verified answers researched by industry experts.
Study Material updated on regular basis.
Questions / Answers are downloadable in PDF format.
Mobile Device Supported (Android, iPhone, iPod, iPad)
No authorization code required to open exam.
Portable anywhere.
Guaranteed Success.
Fast, helpful support 24x7.

View list of All certification exams offered;
http://www.ipass4sure.com/allexams.asp
View list of All Study Guides (SG);
http://www.ipass4sure.com/study-guides.asp
View list of All Audio Exams (AE);
http://www.ipass4sure.com/audio-exams.asp
Download Any Certication Exam DEMO.
http://www.ipass4sure.com/samples.asp
To purchase Full version of exam click below;
http://www.ipass4sure.com/allexams.asp
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